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The book for each and every woman who can't leave home without her lipstick.What is it about lipstick? It's such as a
medication. It's a bite-sized magic wand. There's a ritual to placing it on. It seems on the counters of drug and shops
with the come-hither wink of candy and chocolate. An instantaneous fix for sex charm and glamour. There's something
about just how it looks and seems.
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Five Stars An extremely fun and well-written history of lipstick. You merely under no circumstances know when you buy
a reserve, but this time most of us got to have plenty of laughs and fun. This book is a real find. Plenty of information
and lots of fun. LIPSTICK is a charming little publication that will make you smile on a rainy day. Then his male friends
started reading it, as if they were being allow in on feminine secrets. Pallingston writes next, I await it eagerly! So now
the reserve belongs even more to the guys than to me and my girl, who, as a teenager, also got a kick out of it. Once in a
while all of us choose it up and look through it and laugh. Adorable. And by the way, don't fool yourself if you think its
just one big giggle. This book must have been researched intensely. There's some amazing historical information in the
publication.C. Among the better makeup books to come out this year This book is funny, fun, quirky, and informative.
Disappointed. Great gift, with a tube or two of the colourful stuff, for a special someone. I love how people like Sophia
Loren, Joan Collins and Joan Crawford toss in advice. Two other fun sections are How To Deal With Evil Makeup
Salespeople and the Lipstick Freud Section (I am a Gumby and pleased with it). Interesting "recipes" for making your
own lip products. Its such as a lipstick encyclopedia. I flipped through it when I was residing at her house in Baltimore a
few month's ago. Looked after contains more intriguing history than you'd expect from a book on the beauty and
fashion shelf. She actually is unapologetic about her love affair and addiction to the stuff, and leaves out no details,
regardless how un-ladylike or un-P. I would recommend it to Amazon visitors. it could have (Roman make-up slaves, how
horrible!) Her lighthearted approach is refreshing, and her sense of humor shines throughout. Good fun book! Rather
than dependent on lipstick, I am addicted to little intersting specifics and factoids. This publication sated my desire to
cram my mind with crazy information about a bit of this lifestyle I am part of.Whatever Ms. They say its the humor,
though, which isn't only written for women. We throroughly enjoyed this book. A recommend! I bought this book for my
aunt, but read it first since it was so entertaining and captivating. Estee Lauder herself! Careful research, personal
anecdotes, laugh aloud humor and even more, keep the attention moving and the web page turning... Lots and lots of
information on makeup history, written as sort of love letter to what the writer calls the world's favorite cosmetic. Good
bibliography. (evidently, he was talking about drug dealers in general, but the estimate was still appropo!! I think about
this book, and this author- a genuine find. It had been a humorous (and, contrary to popular belief), enlightening read. I
enjoyed it. I hope the writer writes more. Good going. Great gift for moms day! Jessica Pallingston writes a witty and
informative publication on lipstick. I hope the author writes on more subject matter-- no matter what it really is. I also
gave this publication to a guy friend, and he really was taken because of it too.) A publication on lipstick was a very
original idea. This is a lot more than simply a fluffy little makeup book. A sweet, funny adventure into a exciting tube of
wax. My hubby became really intrigued with it. Not really interesting from a fashion sense nor helpful from a historical
perspective. In fact, the deeper Jessica Pallingston delves into her "basic" subject material, the more significant,
strange and entertaining her journey turns into. "Lipstick" combines a history of the development of makeup with
sentiment, analysis, and practical assistance on buying cosmetics. Everything & It really is distinguished by its witty,
sharp writing. Great way to obtain quotes & information about history, famous makeup performers and cosmetic
organization founders. I also just like the fact that all types of businesses are included, from Tony and Tina to Estee
Lauder to MAC, and , and actually the punk rocking Manic Panic lipstick brand is usually listed as an option and its
makers receive time to tone of voice their sights on lipstick too.! However I feel toward the end of the reserve that Ms.
Pallingston attempts too much to be pretty or funny with her "time traveler" and 300 uses for lipstick. If you ask me
this spoils an usually superb story of the magical cosmetic. Captivating and Entertaining This book provides rare insight
in to the way women feel, and the idea and study they put into enhancing the look of them and making themselves more
attractive. I could make use of it as a research resource for a university paper on fashion and history. Scanning this
attractively packaged reserve is like speaking with an eccentric friend with an encyclopedic mind. I was expecting even
more in terms of fashion. Lipstick on Your Collar "Lipstick" a punchy, wild ride into the past, present and upcoming of
the color stick so most of us hold sacred. . I kicked back again, put my ft up, and spent a few hours entering the lipstick
area. What fun. I've also been using it for the makeup tips. catches the eye This book was very interesting and an
excellent conversation starter as a table top book Style wise, it lacks offering a genuine sense of history. Both insightful
and humorous, I had fun learning about the wacky and wild history of lipstick, in addition to getting a few tips and make-



up magic hints from Kevyn Aucoin, Stila's Jeanine Lobel, and even Helena Rubinstein and Mrs. more that you could need
to know about lipstick Very well researched book. It was fun to go along with her - a promising new talent! My friend
Sarah has this publication. The book seemed great, but not as good as the main one Aunt Wendy sent about vampires.
You don't have to love lipstick to love this book! I really like Baltimore. My friend Sarah got this reserve as something
special from her Aunt Wendy, who also likes to send books about serial killers, and images of other's dead cats. An
excellent book for ROMANTIC DAYS CELEBRATION! Nice combination of how-to make up suggestions and historical
factoids about constitute. Although I originally bought this reserve for myself because I'm so directly into lipstick, it's
taken some interesting turns of ownership in my own family. The style where it is written is definitely refreshingly
original, clever, funny, quirkly and personal.I am a female who has never worn lipstick rather than really liked it.Not
forgetting Sarah Bernhardt, Queen Elizabeth the first, and even a suggestion on how to cope with evil makeup women
from KEITH RICHARDS! Since my mother loves lipstick so very much, she reallly really loved this book.
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